Tiny Bead and Dowel Doll Knit Sweaters, Dress, and Cap

Materials:
- Fingering weight yarn
- Size 00 straight needles; dpn’s for the pullover sweater and long sleeves on the cardigan sweater.
- 3/16 buttons or tiny plastic pearls for buttons
Gauge: 9 stockinette sts = 1 inch

P = Purl
K = Knit
Kinc = K in front and back of the next st
Kdec = K next two sts together
PM = place marker
MM = move marker
CO = Cast on
BO = Bind off
**Short sleeve sweater:**  CO24
1: K1, P2, PM, P6, PM, P6, PM, P6, PM, P2, K1  24sts
2: K1, P22, K1  24 sts
3: K2, Kinc, MM, [Kinc, K4, Kinc, MM] three times, Kinc, K2  32sts
4: K1, P30, K1
5: K3, Kinc, MM, [Kinc, K6, Kinc, MM] three times, Kinc, K3  40sts
6: K1, P38, K1
7: K4, Kinc, MM, [Kinc, K8, Kinc, MM] three times, Kinc, K4  48sts
8: K1, P46, K1
9: K5, Kinc, MM, [Kinc, K10, Kinc, MM] three times, Kinc, K5  56sts
10: K1, P54, K1
11: K7, BO the next 14 sts, K14, BO the next 14 sts, K7.  28 live sts,
12: K1, P5, P2tog, P12, P2tog, P5, K1  26 sts
13: K6, Kinc, K12, Kinc, K6.  28 sts
14: K1, P26, K1 sts
15-16: K28 then bind off.

**For long sleeves,** on row 10, place the 14 sts for the armholes on waste yarn, then come back with dpns and pick up the 14 sts on three needles, five sts on needle one, five sts on needle two and four sts on needle three plus pick up one st under the arm. Total 15 sts.
1-6: K15
7: On each needle, K1, K2tog, K2. four sts per needle/ 12 sts total.
8-10: K12, at the end of round 10, bind off knitwise.

**For pullover sweater:**  Work with dpn’s CO28 to four needles, seven sts per needle
1-8: K28  This will create a rolled neckline
9: On each needle work: K1, Kinc, K3, Kinc, K1.  9sts/needle; 36sts total
10: K36
11: On each needle work: K1, Kinc, K5, KInc, K1.  11sts/needle; 44sts total
12: K44
13: On each needle work: K1, Kinc, K7, Kinc, K1.  13sts/needle; 52 sts total
14: K48
15: On each needle work: K1, Kinc, K9,Kinc, K1.  15 sts/needle; 60 sts total
16: K60
17: Needle 1: K15sts, CO one stitch
   Needle 2: place 15 sts on waste yarn
   Needle3: K15sts, CO one stitch
   Needle 4: place 15 sts on waste yarn.
Redistribute the live stitches evenly on four needles:  8sts/needle.
18-22: K32 until desired length.
23-24:  K2, P2 around for two rows.  Finish with one round of purl sts, then bind off.

Sleeves:  place the sleeve sts evenly on three needles: 5sts, 5sts, 4sts and pick up one st under the arm for a total of 15 sts
1-11: K15 until sleeve is desired length.
at the end of round 11, bind off knitwise.

Knit cap.  Worked from the brim to the crown.  CO33 sts and distribute evenly over three dpn’s, 11 sts/needle.
1-10: K33
11: On each needle work: K1, Kdec, K5, Kdec, K1.  9sts/needle; 27 sts total
12: K27
13: On each needle work: K1, Kdec, K3, Kdec, K1.  7sts/needle; 21 sts total
14: K21
15: On each needle work: K1, Kdec, K1, Kdec, K1.  5sts/needle; 15 sts total
16: K15.  At the end of round 16, cut the yarn leaving a long tail.  Thread the tail onto a tapestry needle and thread this through the live sts,  Pull tight and sew a button to the top of the cap.
Knit Sundress: CO28, leave a long tail to crochet a buttonhole loop when finished.
1: K4, BO 6, K8, BO6, K4; 16 live sts
2: K4, CO3, K8, CO3, K4; 22 live sts
3: K22 sts
4-8: K22
9: Kinc in each st, working the stitches onto three dpns, 16sts/14sts/14sts
10-26: K44
27: (K1, P1) around
28: (P1, K1) around
29-30: Repeat rounds 27 and 28, bind off knitwise at the end of round 30

Knit Rompers: CO28, leave a long tail to crochet a buttonhole loop when finished.
1: K4, BO 6, K8, BO6, K4; 16 live sts
2: K4, CO3, K8, CO3, K4; 22 live sts
3: K22 sts
4-8: K22
9: (K1, Kinc) across to the last two sts, K1 in each st, then place the stitches on four dpns, 8 sts/needle
10-13: K32
14: on each needle work K4, Kinc, K3. 9sts/needle; 36 sts total
15-24: K36
25: K18, place the remaining 18 sts on waste yarn. Divide the live 18 sts on three needles, six stitches/needle
26-39: K18
40: P18, bind off knitwise.
Pick up the 18 sts on the waste yarn and distribute over three dpn’s, six sts/needle and repeat rounds 25 through 40.